
Emily Choker
Project N2055
Designer: Kat Silvia

The Emily Choker is for the girl searching for the ultimate regal look at an affordable price.  The Czech Glass Pearls are a

wonderful alternative to real pearls without sacrificing any of the glamorous style. 

What You'll Need

Dazzle It! Czech Glass Pearls, 8mm Round, 1 Strand, Rose Gold

SKU: BCP-12106

Project uses 46 pieces

Dazzle It! Czech Glass Pearls, 6mm Round, 1 Strand, Rose Gold

SKU: BCP-12082

Project uses 58 pieces

22K Gold Plated 8mm Bead Double Strand Spacer Bar 11.5mm Long (20)

SKU: FCO-1211

Project uses 15 pieces

Bright Gold Tone Crimp Bead Covers 3mm (144)

SKU: FCR-1056

Project uses 4 pieces

22K Gold Plated Crimp Beads 1.8 x 1.5mm (144)

SKU: FCR-1258

Project uses 4 pieces

23K Gold Plated 2-Strand Box Clasp With SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS 22x12mm (1)

SKU: FCL-4800

Project uses 1 piece

Soft Flex Best Beading Wire .014 Inch - 30 Ft.

SKU: XCR-5143

Project uses 40 Inches

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-3000] Bead Stopper- Stop Beads Sliding Off Stringing Material, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp

Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex, [XTL-5608] Xuron 4 In 1 Crimping Pliers - Works On 1, 2

And 3mm Crimps!

Instructions
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This necklace is a choker measuring approximately 15 inches.

1. Cut off two lengths of beading wire, 20 inches each.

2. Place a bead stopper over both wires, about two inches from one end.

3. For this project you will be stringing both wires simultaneously.  Lay them out in front of you so that one is on "top".  

4. To both wires, string on one spacer bar.

5. To the top wire, string four 6mm pearls.  To the bottom wire, string three 8mm pearls.

6. To both wires, string on one spacer bar.

7. To the top wire, string four 6mm pearls.  To the bottom wire, string three 8mm pearls.

8. To both wires, string on one spacer bar.

9. To the top wire, string five 6mm pearls.  To the bottom wire, string four 8mm pearls.

10. To both wires, string on one spacer bar.

11. To the top wire, string five 6mm pearls.  To the bottom wire, string four 8mm pearls.

12. To both wires, string on one spacer bar.

13. To the top wire, string four 6mm pearls.  To the bottom wire, string three 8mm pearls.

14. To both wires, string on one spacer bar.

15. To the top wire, string four 6mm pearls.  To the bottom wire, string three 8mm pearls.

16. To the top wire, string three 6mm pearls.  To the bottom wire, string three 8mm pearls.

17. To both wires, string on one spacer bar.

18. Now you will repeat in reverse order on the other side of the necklace.

19. After ending with one spacer bar, place one crimp bead on to each wire.  Thread the wire up through one loop of one end of the clasp and back down
through the crimp bead.  Crimp the crimp bead.  Snip any excess wire.  Use a crimp cover over the crimp bead.  Repeat for the other wire on this side.

20. Move to the starting end, remove the bead stopper and repeat the above process for the crimp beads and covers.

21. All done!
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